
Collaborative Reform Completion Memorandum 

Finding # 66: The SFPD is not required to take action on the recommendations put forth in the Office of 
Citizen Complaints Sparks Report. 0CC provides the Sparks Report quarterly to the Police 
Commission. The Sparks Report provides recommendations on policy and revisions. 

Recommendation # 66.3 The SFPD should provide twice-yearly reports to the Police Commission 
regarding actions resulting from the Sparks Report, including whether the 0CC recommendation is 
supported and a timeline for implementation or correction to existing practice and policy. 

Response Date: 5/20/2020 

Executive Summary: The San Francisco Police Department is committed to long term strategic 
planning with community input. To that end, the Department will improve its responsiveness by 
keeping the DPA informed in an unbiased and procedurally just way and seek resolutions through 
collaborative efforts 

The SFPD will continue to comply with the semi-annual report to the Police Commission regarding 
Sparks report activity. Currently, the Department provides updates on a quarterly schedule. Written 
Directives is responsible for providing the Commission with these reports. 

Compliance Measures: 

1) Establish policy and procedure for reporting of Sparks Report actions by SFPD. 
- On 4/6/06, Police Commission approved resolution #27-06 which mandates Sparks report 
discussions between the SFPD and DPA, attachment 41. On 3/22/17 Professional Standards 
issued Unit Order 17-01 which puts meetings with DPA into policy, attachment 92. 
On 4/2/20, the Professional Standards and Principled Policing Unit issued Unit Order 20-001 
which superseded Unit Order 17-01, attachment #3. 20-01 established regular meetings with 
DPA to review the Sparks Report. 
Unit Order 20-001, and Police Commission Resolution #27-06 are attached. Furthermore, Chief 
Scott issued a directive on 2/22/17 requiring mandatory meetings with the DPA to review and 
discuss the Sparks Report and take action where appropriate. The directive also guides the 
PSPPB to prepare a twice-yearly report to the Police Commission regarding actions resulting 
from the Sparks Report. 

2) Evidence of actions regarding Sparks Report recommendations to include timeline for 
implementation or action that occurred, where appropriate. 
-Minutes to the monthly meetings are taken and shared at the beginning of each months meeting, 
attachment #4. Previous meeting minutes are shared and reviewed for accuracy by both the 
SFPD and DPA. The timelines for the implementation of recommendations is dependent on the 
initial discussion, complexity of the recommendation, the concurrence process, as well as Chief 
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of Police. The Police Commission also has a review and approval process. These 
recommendations are tracked using the recommendation grid that was agreed upon by the DPA 
and SFPD, attachment #5. 

Prior to the implementation of the recommendation grid DPA would provide SFPD with a 
recommendation letter. This letter would contain policy recommendations that would be 
discussed at Sparks meetings between SFPD and DPA. An example of action resulting from a 
Sparks Report meeting is Department Notice 19-175 "Sexual Assault Survivors at District 
Stations ". DPA recommended that the department establish guidelines for sexual assault 
survivors when the they enter a district station based on DPA 'sfIndings. The department in 
response drafted the department notice using DPA 's recommendations as a reference to draft the 
notice, attachment #6. 

SFPD and DPA have developed a more thorough process for submitting and responding to 
recommendations. The recommendation grid was created in response to DPA recommendations 
on Department Bulletin 19-125 New Requirements When Members Interrogate or Question 
Youth 17-Years Old or Younger. The SFPD and DPA realized a need for a better tracking and 
response method for the policy development process. The grid allows for DPA recommendations 
to be tracked with a SFPD response and if the discussion is open or closed. 

Timelines for implementation can fluctuate depending on the type of Department Notice or 
Bulletin. This happens due to the drafting of the policy, best practice research, and review by the 
city attorney. Updating General Orders have a timeline that was codified within Unit Order 19-
01 "Guidelines for Updating DGO 's ". The order states: 

II. Accountability 

a. No later than Jan of each year the WDU shall provide each Deputy Chief (DC) a list of their 
Bureau GO's that require updating for that year. The DC shall assign a department subject matter 
expert (SME) to review and amend each General Order by February 15t  of that year. Deputy 
Chiefs shall notify the WDU who the assigned SME is. The WDU will provide the SME general 
assistance, such as templates and related policy bulletins. The WDU will also provide the DC 
and the SME with a copy of this Unit order and DGO 3.01, which detail the guidelines and 
timelines for updating GO's. 

b. The SME shall provide a written GO progress report by April 1" (60 days) to the assigned 
Deputy Chief and WDU. 

c. The expectation is that the SME will submit a draft GO within 120 days of assignment i.e. by 
June 15t  of that year. This draft will be submitted to both the Deputy Chief and to the WDU for 
concurrence as outlined in DGO 3.01.10. 

d. When an SME experiences delays in the completion of a draft GO the SME shall notify the 
assigned DC and WDU of the delay factors and the anticipated time of completion prior to 
deadlines. 

e. WDU will provide a Bureau DGO Status Report to the Deputy Chief, the Assistant Chiefs and 
the Executive Director of SMB for review with the Chief of Police on a quarterly basis; May 1st, 
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August 1" and November 1st  This report will track the progress of each GO, i.e. the meeting of 
timelines which is an essential component in achieving the refresh of SFPD GO's every 5 years. 
Upon submission of the draft DGO the assigned Deputy Chief will designate a member to 
present to the Police Commission. The Deputy Chief will notify the WDU of the assigned 
member within 14 days of draft submission. 

3) Evidence of reporting to the Police Commission regarding Sparks Report actions by the 
SFPD. 
-The PSPPB continues to comply with the semi-annual report to the Police Commission 
regarding Sparks Report activity. The reporting is done by a member of the PSPPB at a Police 
Commission meeting in a public setting. The agenda for those meetings are posted on the Police 
Commission website, along with the Sparks PowerPoint presentation. The meeting is televised 
on SFgovtv. SFgovtv post the meeting on its website the following day. Currently, the 
Department provides updates on a quarterly schedule but due to the Commission calendar 
presentations can be postponed or quarterly presentations can be done together. Written 
Directives is responsible for providing the commission with these reports. For example, 
PowerPoint presentation for the 2019 2' and 3' Quarter Sparks Report along with the Police 
Commission agenda and minutes are attached. Screen shots from SFgovtv showing the meeting 
and the SFgovtv agenda, attachment #7. 

4) Audit and review loop as to the process and progress. 
-Any evidence of review of the Sparks Report issues are raised in a public forum at the Police 
Commission. They are televised and recorded on SFgovtv which is a local government television 
channel. Additional evidence on review is discussed within the SFPD and DPA monthly 
meetings and captured in the meeting minutes. 

At the SFPD/DPA monthly meetings, SFPD provides DPA with the status of their proposed 
recommendations to SFPD policies and procedures. The status report includes the Department's 
position to support, suggestions for alteration, or preference to decline, the recommendation. 
SFPD also provides the DPA with the revision status on department bulletins and DGOs. All 
supported DPA recommendations are forwarded to the appropriate SFPD SME for discussions 
and/or inclusion into the policy. When a DPA recommendation is included in a revised bulletin 
or DUO, DPA is provided with a copy after the document completes the concurrence process. 
The DPA recommendation is also memorialized within PowerDMS with the related policy. The 
monthly meeting minutes and agenda are stored with the Professional Standards Unit. This is the 
current audit loop in place. 

An example of an audit and review loop is the recommendation grid created in response to DPA 
recommendations on Department Bulletin 19-125 New Requirements When Members Interrogate 
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or Question Youth 17-Years Old or Younger. The SFPD and DPA realizing there was a need for 
a better tracking and response method the SFPD created the recommendation grid. On the grid 
the DPA recommendation is tracked with a SFPD response and if the discussion is open or 
closed. 

Hil RFI: Provide additional documentation/evidence of the level of SFPD engagement as required 
under this recommendation. Specially, the bi-annual reports prepared for the Police Commission 
regarding the progression of the Sparks Report meetings to include, as it relates to policies discussed: 

1) Whether the DPA recommendation is supported; and, 
2) The timeline for implementation or correction to existing practice and policy. 

Response: 

1) SFPD reviews the DPA recommendations. The recommendations are discussed and minutes of 
the discussion are kept by the PSPPB. Minutes to the monthly meetings are taken and shared at 
the beginning of each months meeting. Previous meetings are shared and reviewed for accuracy 
by both the SFPD and DPA. Examples from the June 2019 meeting are attached. The bi-annual 
report prepared for the Police Commission regarding the progression of the Sparks Report 
meetings will include whether the DPA recommendation was supported. Moving forward DPA's 
recommendations are tracked using the recommendation grid. The grid shows DPA's 
recommendation and SFPD's response. This recommendation grid is the agreed tracking method 
between the department and DPA. 

2) The timeline for implementation or correction to existing practice and policy have now been 
incorporated into the DGO Matrix and department issuance process. Any recommendations DPA 
has made are flagged for consideration by the SME in their policy development process. (WDU 
Unit Order 19-01 and emails to the SME, attachment #8. 

Unit Order 19-01 "Guidelines for Updating DGO 's" states: 

III. Accountability 

f. No later than Jan 1 5"' of each year the WDU shall provide each Deputy Chief (DC) a list of their 
Bureau GO's that require updating for that year. The DC shall assign a department subject matter 
expert (SME) to review and amend each General Order by February 1s1  of that year. Deputy 
Chiefs shall notify the WDU who the assigned SME is. The WDU will provide the SME general 
assistance, such as templates and related policy bulletins. The WDU will also provide the DC 
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and the SME with a copy of this Unit order and DGO 3.01, which detail the guidelines and 
timelines for updating GO's. 

g. The SME shall provide a written GO progress report by April 1" (60 days) to the assigned 
Deputy Chief and WDU. 

h. The expectation is that the SME will submit a draft GO within 120 days of assignment i.e. by 
June 1" of that year. This draft will be submitted to both the Deputy Chief and to the WDU for 
concurrence as outlined in DGO 3.01.10. 

i. When an SME experiences delays in the completion of a draft GO the SME shall notify the 
assigned DC and WDU of the delay factors and the anticipated time of completion prior to 
deadlines. 

j. WDU will provide a Bureau DGO Status Report to the Deputy Chief, the Assistant Chiefs and 
the Executive Director of SMB for review with the Chief of Police on a quarterly basis; May 1st 

August 15t  and November l. This report will track the progress of each GO, i.e. the meeting of 
timelines which is an essential component in achieving the refresh of SFPD GO's every 5 years. 

k. Upon submission of the draft DGO the assigned Deputy Chief will designate a member to 
present to the Police Commission. The Deputy Chief will notify the WDU of the assigned 
member within 14 days of draft submission. 
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